The ferritin content of human red blood cells during the replacement of embryonic cells by fetal cells.
Mature human embryonic erythrocytes (hemoglobin is > or = 90% of the cellular protein) contained at least 20 times as much ferritin as human adult erythrocytes, suggesting the possibility that the embryonic red cells participate in iron storage as they do in other embryonic or larval vertebrates. The ferritin content of mature red cells in the circulation declined when fetal red cells replaced embryonic red cells; the cell replacement was monitored by the disappearance of embryonic epsilon-chains and the appearance of the fetal globin chains, gammaA and gammaG. A constant ratio of 0.67 was obtained for gammaG/gammaA + gammaG from the first detectable appearance (4 weeks after conception) until 13 weeks, a value which is similar to the value previously obtained at 20 weeks gestation and birth but higher than that observable in adults; thus, both gammaG and gammaA chains are produced in similar amounts throughout gestation. The high levels of ferritin in normal human embryonic erythrocytes emphasize the similarity of erythropoiesis in human embryos and other vertebrates. In addition, the results show that red cell ferritin can be used as a marker for studying the mechanism of induction of embryonic erythropoiesis in cultured cell lines, such as K562 from human chronic myelocytic leukemia, and that ferritin content may also serve as a marker for cellular transformations involving reversions to embryonic erythropoiesis.